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Expanded South Korea military drills 
around disputed island draw protest

SEOUL: South Korean forces began two days of expand-
ed drills yesterday around an island also claimed by Japan,
prompting a protest from Tokyo only days after Seoul said
it would scrap an intelligence-sharing pact with its neigh-
bor amid worsening relations. Tokyo and Seoul have long
been at loggerheads over the sovereignty of the group of
islets called Takeshima in Japanese and Dokdo in Korean,
which lie about halfway between the East Asian neighbors
in the Sea of Japan, also known as the East Sea. 

The latest military drills began yesterday and included
naval, air, and army forces, as well as marines, a South
Korean ministry of defense official said. The Japanese for-
eign ministry called the drills unacceptable and said it had
lodged a protest with South Korea calling for them to end.
The island is “obviously an inherent part of the territory of
Japan”, Kenji Kanasugi, the director general at the min-
istry’s Asian and Oceanian Affairs Bureau, told the South
Korean Embassy in Tokyo in a statement. 

Ko Min-jung, a spokeswoman for South Korea’s presi-
dential Blue House, said the drill was an annual exercise
and not aimed at any specific country. “It’s an exercise to
guard our sovereignty and territory,” she told reporters in
Seoul. The exercise included significantly more South
Korean forces than previously involved and spanned a
wider area in the sea between South Korea and Japan, a
South Korean navy official said. 

For the first time the drills included an Aegis-equipped
destroyer and army special forces, the official said, speak-
ing on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of
the issue. Tensions in the region have spiked amid a wors-
ening political and economic spat between South Korea
and Japan, a string of missile launches by North Korea,
and increasingly assertive military patrols by China and
Russia. South Korea announced the scrapping of an intelli-
gence-sharing pact with Japan on Thursday, drawing a

swift protest from Tokyo and deepening a decades-old
dispute over wartime history that has hit trade and under-
cut security cooperation over North Korea.

Relations between South Korea and Japan began to
deteriorate late last year following a diplomatic row over
compensation for wartime forced laborers during Japan’s

occupation of Korea. They soured further when Japan
tightened its curbs on exports of high-tech materials
needed by South Korea’s chip industry, and again this
month when Tokyo said it would remove South Korea’s
fast-track export status.

The disputed islands have long been one of the most
sensitive areas of contention between Japan and South
Korea. A detachment of South Korean guards has been
stationed there since the 1950s and South Korea has con-
ducted annual defense drills in the area. The current exer-
cises had been delayed as relations deteriorated, Yonhap
news agency reported. In July, South Korea and Japan
responded to what they saw as a violation of their air
space near the islands by a Russian military plane.

The South Korean navy said the drills were designed to
underscore its commitment to defending the broader area.

“The military has changed the name of the drills to ‘East
Sea Territorial Protection Exercise’ reflecting the scale and
meaning of the drills to solidify the military’s resolve to

protect the territory in the East Sea,” the South Korean
navy said in a statement. Previous drills had been called
the “Dokdo Defense Exercise.” — Reuters

Japan lodges
protest at 
S Korean
embassy

NEW DELHI: A young girl riding on a motorcycle with
her father in New Delhi has died after a glass-coated
kite string slit her throat, reports said yesterday, the
second incident in a week. Kite flying is a popular
sport in India, but has turned deadly in recent years,
with people using strings coated in metal or glass to
try to cut down competitors’ kites.

The number of deaths and injuries jumps around
Independence Day on August 15 when many people
traditionally take to the skies, often with kites painted
in the colors of the Indian flag. In the latest incident on
Saturday, the four-year-old was travelling to a temple
in India’s capital with her father when nearly half her
neck was cut by the string, the Times of India reported
doctors as saying.

A 28-year-old engineer died on Independence Day
when his throat was slit by a kite string while he was
riding his motorbike, also in Delhi, media reports said.
A three-year-old boy was reportedly electrocuted
after his kite string-believed to be wet and coated with
metal-came into contact with an electric wire in the
city. Last month, a three-year-old died when a kite
string was entangled around her uncle’s neck in south-
ern Delhi. The pair, who were riding on a motorcycle,
hit a divider and fell off a flyover, News18 television
reported.

Authorities and animal rights activists say birds
have also been maimed or killed by the strings, known
locally as manjha. The Delhi government three years
ago issue an immediate ban on the production, sale
and storage of strings modified to be razor-sharp, after
a spate of deaths. The government said anyone caught
with the strings faced a five-year jail term and a
100,000-rupee (US$1,400) fine.  But several neigh-
borhoods in and around New Delhi continue to sell
such strings, despite the ban. — AFP 
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South Korea, Japan in worsening political and economic feud 

India defends blocking 
opposition politicians 
from visiting Kashmir 
NEW DELHI: Authorities yesterday defended blocking
opposition Indian politicians from visiting Muslim-majority
Kashmir, saying it was to “avoid controversy” weeks after
stripping the restive region of its autonomy and imposing a
major clampdown. India’s Hindu-nationalist government has
been criticized by the main opposition Congress party over
the contentious move on August 5 that brings Kashmir -
which has waged an armed rebellion against Indian control
since 1989 - under its direct rule. The region remains under
strict lockdown with movement limited and many phone
and internet services cut, although authorities say they
have been easing restrictions gradually.

Former Congress president Rahul Gandhi, still a key
figure in India as a scion of the powerful Nehru-Gandhi
political dynasty, was earlier invited by local governor
Satya Pal Malik to visit Kashmir. But video released by
Congress showed Gandhi questioning officials about why
he was stopped from entering Kashmir’s main city of
Srinagar at the airport on Saturday. “The governor has
said I’m invited. He has invited me so I have come but
you’re saying I can’t go,” he said.

“And government is saying everything is OK, every-
thing is normal. So if everything is normal, why are we not
allowed out? It is a bit surprising.” Regional police chief
Dilbagh Singh told AFP police supported the decision. “In
an environment that is getting to normalcy, we didn’t want
any controversial statement from anyone. That’s why they
were asked to return from the airport itself,” Singh said.
Malik told the ANI news agency he invited Gandhi out of
good will but that he then politicized the issue.

The controversy came as key separatist group Hurriyat
Conference, a coalition of local political parties, released

its first official comments since the clampdown and called
for locals to “resist at this critical juncture” New Delhi’s
move. “Each and every person must face the naked Indian
brutality with courage... People should organise peaceful
protests and demonstrations in their areas of residence,”
top separatist leader Syed Ali Geelani said in a statement
obtained by AFP.

The Hurriyat Conference, which supports Kashmir’s

right to choose whether it wants to be part of India or
Pakistan, added that Pakistan and the wider Muslim
community should “come forward to... help the besieged
people”. The call came as India’s home affairs ministry
refuted a report by India’s News18 television yesterday
that the region was running out of lifesaving medicines,
saying supplies were “slightly higher than the monthly
average”. — AFP 

Trump ‘not happy’ 
after North Korea’s 
Kim oversees test 
SEOUL: North Korean leader Kim Jong Un supervised the
test-firing of a high-tech rocket system, state media
reported yesterday, prompting criticism from US President
Donald Trump, who said he was “not happy” with the lat-
est launch. Pyongyang fired what appeared to be two
short-range ballistic missiles on Saturday, South Korea’s
military said, the latest in a series of recent launches in
protest at the South’s joint exercises with the US which
wrapped up last week.

North Korea’s official news agency described the
weapon as a “super-large multiple rocket launcher”, and
quoted Kim as saying the country needed to keep step-
ping up weapons development “for resolutely frustrating
the ever-mounting military threats”. In France, where he is
attending a meeting of G7 leaders, Trump played down the
seriousness of the launch.

“I’m not happy about it, but then again he’s not in viola-
tion of the agreement,” Trump said, referring to a deal that
prohibits the firing of long-range ballistic missiles. Trump
has staked enormous political capital on personal diplo-
macy with Kim in a so-far unsuccessful effort to persuade
the North Korean dictator to give up his nuclear weapons
arsenal. The latest missile tests could further thwart the
resumption of the negotiations.

Photos carried by North Korea’s official Rodong
Sinmun newspaper yesterday showed a broadly grinning
Kim standing in front of an eight-wheeled launcher, and
others showing rockets being launched from the vehicle.
Saturday’s launch appeared to be “the fourth new missile
system that North Korea has debuted since the Hanoi
holdup”, tweeted Vipin Narang, an associate professor at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. “This is Kim’s
own maximum-pressure campaign,” he added.

Gridlocked talks 
Negotiations between Pyongyang and Washington

have been gridlocked since a second summit between Kim
and US President Donald Trump in Hanoi in February col-
lapsed without an agreement over the extent of denu-

clearisation in the North and sanctions relief.
The pair agreed to restart working-level dialogue dur-

ing an impromptu meeting at the Demilitarized Zone divid-
ing North and South Korea in June, but those talks have
yet to begin. Following Saturday’s test, Kim noted August
24 was an “unforgettable good day”, recalling successful
tests of “strategic submarine underwater ballistic missile”
carried out on that day three years ago, KCNA reported.

The comment was “significant” and meant for Trump,
said Kim Dong-yub, a researcher at the Institute for Far
Eastern Studies in Seoul. “He is reinforcing that although
Pyongyang can’t launch them in the dialogue momentum
between the US and the North, it possesses these
(weapons),” Kim Dong-yub said. Trump has previously
played down Pyongyang’s tests and insisted that his per-
sonal relationship with Kim remains ideal.

Earlier this month Trump tweeted that Kim had sent him

a letter expressing hope that talks would resume once the
joint exercises-which ended on August 20 - are over.
Washington stations nearly 30,000 troops in the South to
help defend its security ally from the nuclear-armed North.
Last week, Stephen Biegun, the US special envoy for
North Korea, said during a visit to Seoul that Washington
was “prepared to engage” as soon as it hears from
Pyongyang.

But on Friday, Pyongyang vowed to “remain as the
biggest ‘threat’ to the US” if Washington persisted with
sanctions and said the joint drills between Seoul and
Washington had “complicated” prospects for nuclear talks.
In a statement carried by KCNA, the North’s foreign min-
ister Ri Yong Ho also launched a scathing attack on
Pompeo, calling him a “diehard toxin” and saying it was
“sceptical” whether it can negotiate with him. “We are
ready for both dialogue and stand-off,” Ri said. — AFP 

Muslim man left in 
coma after Thai army 
interrogation dies
BANGKOK: A Muslim man left in a coma after being inter-
rogated at a notorious Thai detention centre died yester-
day, as pressure mounts on the army to release further
findings of a probe into the case. Abdulloh Esormusor, a
suspected rebel from the country’s restive south died yes-
terday morning, more than a month after he was taken to
the Inkayuth military camp, his cousin Mohammatrahmat
Mamu said. 

The army could not immediately be reached for com-
ment but previously said Abdulloh’s severe brain swelling
could have been due to an aneurysm or suffocation. A
rebellion against Thai rule in the culturally distinct “Deep
South” bordering Malaysia has left nearly 7,000 dead-the
majority civilians-since 2004. Inkayuth is the Thai army’s
biggest detention centre in the south, where suspects are
taken for interrogation and held under emergency laws
and where rights groups have documented torture.

The treatment of 34-year-old Abdulloh-who was
unconscious when he was transferred to a hospital hours
after arriving at the camp-cast a rare spotlight on clashes
in the region and could be linked to a deadly raid and sep-
arate bombings in Bangkok. The death is a test case for the
Thai government, said Sunai Phasuk, senior Thailand
researcher for Human Rights Watch. “Will they allow rogue
officials to organize a cover-up, or will they ensure a
transparent and impartial criminal investigation and prose-
cute those found responsible?” His family says he was not
involved with insurgents launching bloody attacks in a
fight for more autonomy. An umbrella organization repre-
senting some of the shadowy rebel groups has said they
suspect “foul play” in the case. — AFP

DOKDO ISLETS: South Korean Navy’s special forces participate in a military drill re-named ‘East Sea territory
defense training’ at the easternmost islets of Dokdo. South Korea yesterday began two days of war games to
practice defending disputed islands off its east coast against an unlikely attack from Japan, further stoking
tensions between the Asian neighbors. — AFP 

KASHMIR: A general view of Kashmir city from the top of a hill in Srinagar. — AFP 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un (center) celebrates the test-firing of a ‘newly developed super-large multiple
rocket launcher’ at an undisclosed location. — AFP


